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ITS THE NIGHT BEFORE HOGSWATCH.Â Â AND IT'S TOO QUIET.Where is the big jolly fat

man?Â Â Why is Death creeping down chimneys and trying to say Ho Ho Ho?Â Â The darkest night

of the year is getting a lot darker...Susan the gothic governess has got to sort it out by morning,

otherwise there won't be a morning.Â Â Ever again...The 20th Discworld novel is a festive feast of

darkness and Death (but with jolly robins and tinsel too).As they say:Â Â You'd better watch

out...From the Paperback edition. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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when all through the planetNot a creature was stirring, except Susan Sto-HelitTerry Pratchett's

Discworld series has been marked by a series of hilarious (and thoughtful) parodies of life on our

own planet. Pratchett takes a look at our own practices and customs and then filters them through

the prism of a parallel universe known as Discworld. He has done this to great effect with the

newspaper business (The Truth), Hollywood (Moving Pictures), rock and roll (Soul Music), and

religion (Small Gods). The hilarious differences between the `real' and Discworld versions always

provide the reader with hours of amusement and insight. Pratchett's treatment of the Santa Claus

legend in Hogfather is no different.Hogfather, Discworld's Santa is missing. He has been kidnapped

by Teatime one of the most vicious villains created by Pratchett. Generally, the `bad guys' in

Discworld have a number of amusing or redeeming qualities that help the reader see them as

quirky, if bad. Teatime has no redeeming qualities. To that extent he seemed more similar to the



villains of Neil Gaiman's Neverwhere (Croup and Vandemaar) than to the lovable rogues from the

Guild of Assassins.Well, DEATH comes to the rescue and decides to take on Hogfather's role as gift

giver on Hogswatch Night, Discworld's Christmas. DEATH is accompanied on this task by the ever

faithful and ever grumbling Albert. The passages in which Pratchett has DEATH making his rounds

led by his team of boars shouting "on Tusker, on Snooter, on Gouger and Router" were

hilarious.Susan Sto-Helit, DEATH's granddaughter, was not at all pleased by this development.

Hogfather, the twentieth Discworld adventure written by Terry Pratchett, is a wonderful tale about

the power of belief and what it can bring to humanity. I found myself laughing out loud constantly

while reading this book, which is always a good sign, and definitely a step up from Sourcery. It was

very pleasurable to be enjoying Pratchett again. It was also very nice to have a good Death book

again, after the small bump that was Soul MusicCan anybody not like the idea of a skeletal Death,

all decked out in a red and white costume with false beard and false belly, trying to go down

chimneys and bring presents to all the good little boys and girls of the world? The idea itself is

enough to get me laughing, but Pratchett's implementation of it has to be seen to be believed.

Pratchett pulls out all the stops in this one, with laughs as simple as Death trying to figure out how to

open a door to let Albert into the house, and as complicated as philosophical discussions about

human belief and how it orders the universe (in a way that the Auditors don't like, of course). Death

continues to marvel at the ability of humanity to "be untruthful" by "telling the universe it is other than

it is." This powerful belief creates beings like the Hogfather, the Tooth Fairy, the Boogeyman (the

original!), that sort of thing. That's what makes Death such a wonderful character: his ability to learn,

to adapt, and to see both the strengths and weaknesses of humanity, as well as his fascination with

how humans do things.Susan, his granddaughter, just wants to be normal again. It's been two years

since Soul Music, and she doesn't want to go back to that life. But while Death can take the

Hogfather's place, he can't physically intervene in the events that are occuring, so Susan must.
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